USAMPS Position Number: USAMPS 430G-03
Position:

Instructor/ Writer Special Reaction Team Phase I and Phase II Courses

Rank:

SSG or SFC (Non-promotable)

MOS:

31B

Duty Location:

USAMPS Advanced Law Enforcement Training Division
Ft Leonard Wood, Mo 65473

Tour Length:

Position will incur a 24 month stabilization period
(After NCO is instructor certified)

Duties Description: Serves as an Instructor/Writer for the Special Reaction Team (SRT) Phase I
and Phase II courses; develops, researches, writes, delivers and evaluates SRT instruction;
provides training for over 300 students annually, consisting of military police officers and
enlisted Soldiers from all branches of the armed forces; teaches tactical operations in Phase One
of the Special Reaction Team Training Course and Phase Two of the Marksman Observer
Course; responsible for facilities and equipment that support SRT operations worth in excess of
$500,000.
Qualifications:
 Graduate of Special Reaction Team Phase I and Phase II Courses
 Operational experience as an Installation SRT Team Leader or NCOIC
 Secret security clearance
- No personal habits or character traits that are questionable from a security
standpoint, such as financial irresponsibility, heavy drinking, drug abuse,
gambling, emotional instability, and so forth. Concerning alcohol and drug abuse,
persons declared rehabilitation successes under the Army Substance Abuse
Program should not be included. (USAMPS Small Group Leader/ Instructor
Certification Policy; dated 25 April 2008)
 Meet HT/WT standards IAW AR 600-9
 Pass APFT and meet the below physical requirement standards
- May not possess a permanent profile that precludes them from performing all
of their duties and those required of students (ie running, wearing ballistic armor
and lifting over 30 lbs).
- Persons will be subjected to over pressure while instructing explosive breaching
techniques and will be involved in close quarters life fire exercises.
- Persons will be subjected to both hot and cold weather while training in the
classroom and outside
- Able to instruct classroom and range curriculum












Possess mature judgment and initiative
Be able to communicate clear and concise instructions without impediment
High School graduate or possess the GED equivalent
Served at least three years in the Military Police MOS/ branch
Have a minimum of four years military service
Have three years time remaining in-service upon arrival at assignment or be
eligible to reenlist or extend to meet the requirements
Valid government issued driver’s license
Ability to obtain a Government Travel Card
Ability to obtain a Official Passport
Willing to travel to in order to conduct Mobile Team Training at various locations
CONUS and OCONUS not to exceed 4 weeks
- Must be financially stable and have a secure family situation to allow travel
without additional stress

Required Documents to submit with application:






MFR stating that SM has no disciplinary action in the last five (5) years
Last five (5) NCOERs (Documenting duty description/experience working SRT)
Updated ERB with updated photo
Letter of Recommendation from BN or BDE CSM
DA 705 (APFT data current within 60 days)

USAMPS Position Number: USAMPS 430G-02
Position:

Instructor/ Writer Protective Services and Antiterrorism Driving and
Staff Driver/High Risk Personnel Security Courses

Rank:

SSG or SFC (Non-promotable)

MOS:

31B/ 31D

Duty Location:

USAMPS Advanced Law Enforcement Training Division
Ft Leonard Wood, Mo 65473

Tour Length:

Position will incur a 24 month stabilization period
(After NCO is instructor certified)

Duties Description: Serves as an Instructor/Writer for the Protective Services Training Branch;
responsible for training over 900 Officers and NCOs from all branches of the US Armed Forces
and DoD civilian students in Protective Services and High Risk Personnel Security Operations,
including special weapons qualification and evasive driving techniques as a part of the Special
Tactics Training Division; writes lesson plans, manages training assets, responsible for
accountability of equipment and vehicles valued in excess of $500,000.
Qualifications:
 Graduate of PSTC
 Operational experience as Personal Security Officer, Shift Leader or PSD Team
Member (Not support personnel)
 Secret security clearance
- No personal habits or character traits that are questionable from a security
standpoint, such as financial irresponsibility, heavy drinking, drug abuse,
gambling, emotional instability, and so forth. Concerning alcohol and drug abuse,
persons declared rehabilitation successes under the Army Substance Abuse
Program should not be included. (USAMPS Small Group Leader/ Instructor
Certification Policy; dated 25 April 2008)
 Meet HT/WT standards IAW AR 600-9
 Pass APFT and meet the below physical requirement standards
- Persons will not possess a permanent profile that precludes them from
performing all of their duties and those required of students (ie running, wearing
ballistic armor and lifting over 30 lbs).
- Persons will be subjected to both hot and cold weather while training in the
classroom and outside.

- Able to instruct classroom, range, driving track and practical exercise
curriculum.












Possess mature judgment and initiative
Be able to communicate clear and concise instructions without impediment
High School graduate or possess the GED equivalent
Served at least three years in the Military Police MOS/ branch
Have a minimum of four years military service
Have three years time remaining in-service upon arrival at assignment or be
eligible to reenlist or extend to meet the requirements
Valid government issued driver’s license
Ability to obtain a Government Travel Card
Ability to obtain a Official Passport
Willing to travel to in order to conduct Mobile Team Training at various locations
CONUS and OCONUS not to exceed 4 weeks
Must be financially stable and have a secure family situation to allow travel
without additional stress

Required Documents to submit with application:






MFR stating that SM has no disciplinary action in the last five (5) years
Last five (5) NCOERs (Documenting duty description/experience working PSD)
Updated ERB with updated photo
Letter of Recommendation from BN or BDE CSM
DA 705 (APFT data current within 60 days)

USAMPS Position Number: USAMPS 430K-07
Position:

Instructor/ Writer Military Police Training Developer

Rank:

SSG or SFC (Non-promotable)

MOS:

31B/ 31D/ 31E

Duty Location:

USAMPS Individual Training and Education Development Division
Ft Leonard Wood, Mo 65473

Tour Length:

Position will incur a 24 month stabilization period
(After NCO is instructor certified)

Duties Description: Serves as a USAMPS Training Developer/Writer responsible for providing
subject matter expertise in the development of CMF 31 Military Police (MP) lesson plans,
training products, Programs of Instruction (POIs), test items, Training Support Packages (TSPs),
and other Military Police training publications; maintains critical task analysis worksheets for
assigned courses; validates courseware when applicable and maintains a comprehensive audit
trail on all actions impacting analysis, design, and development of training products; inputs data
into Automated Systems Approach to Training (ASAT).
Qualifications:









Secret security clearance
Deployment/Operational Experience within last three years
Law Enforcement Experience (MPI/TAI experience preferred but not required)
Civilian Education: Associate Degree
Meet HT/WT standards IAW AR 600-9
Pass APFT
Strong written communication skills
No Flagging action current/pending

Required Documents to submit with application:






MFR stating that SM has no disciplinary action in the last five (5) years
Last five (5) NCOERs
Updated ERB with updated photo
Letter of Recommendation from BN or BDE CSM
DA 705 (APFT data current within 60 days)

USAMPS Position Number: NCOA-001
Position:

MP Advanced Leader Course Small Group Leader

Rank:

SSG (Non-promotable)

MOS:

31B/ 31D/ 31E/31K

Duty Location:

MSCoE Noncommissioned Officer Academy
Ft Leonard Wood, Mo 65473

Tour Length:

Position will incur a 24 month stabilization period
(After NCO is instructor certified)

Duties Description: Serves as a Small Group Leader for the Advanced Leader Course in the
Maneuver Support Center of Excellence Noncommissioned Officer’s Academy; counsels
students regarding academic responsibilities and performance throughout the course; serves as
the primary trainer for assigned ALC students; evaluates student performance; makes
recommendations to SSGL regarding leaves, passes, and excused absences for assigned students;
makes recommendations to the SSGL regarding legal and administrative actions concerning
assigned ALC students; responsible for the day-to-day command, control, and daily operation of
the class.

Qualifications:









18-24 Months as Squad Leader
BNCOC/ALC Graduate
No Permanent Profiles
Deployment within the last two years
Meet HT/WT standards IAW AR 600-9
Pass APFT (260 desired)
Strong written/oral communication skills
No Flagging action current/pending

Required Documents to submit with application:







MFR stating that SM has no disciplinary action in the last five (5) years
Last five (5) NCOERs
BNCOC/ALC DA FM 1059
Updated ERB with updated photo
Letter of Recommendation from BN or BDE CSM
DA 705 (APFT data current within 60 days)

USAMPS Position Number: NCOA-002
Position:

MP Senior Leader Course Small Group Leader

Rank:

SFC (Non-promotable)

MOS:

31B/ 31D/ 31E/31K

Duty Location:

MSCoE Noncommissioned Officer Academy
Ft Leonard Wood, Mo 65473

Tour Length:

Position will incur a 24 month stabilization period
(After NCO is instructor certified)

Duties Description: Serves as a Small Group Leader for the Senior Leader Course in the
Maneuver Support Center of Excellence Noncommissioned Officer’s Academy; counsels
students regarding academic responsibilities and performance throughout the course; serves as
the primary trainer for assigned SLC students; evaluates student performance; makes
recommendations to SSGL regarding leaves, passes, and excused absences for assigned students;
makes recommendations to the SSGL regarding legal and administrative actions concerning
assigned SLC students; responsible for the day-to-day command, control, and daily operation of
the class.
Qualifications:









18-24 Months as Platoon Sergeant
ANCOC/SLC Graduate
No Permanent Profiles
Deployment within the last two years
Meet HT/WT standards IAW AR 600-9
Pass APFT (260 desired)
Strong written/oral communication skills
No Flagging action current/pending

Required Documents to submit with application:







MFR stating that SM has no disciplinary action in the last five (5) years
Last five (5) NCOERs
ANCOC/SLC DA FM 1059
Updated ERB with updated photo
Letter of Recommendation from BN or BDE CSM
DA 705 (APFT data current within 60 days)

